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+91 740 333 3135
www.powerkidtamil.com

25000+

Hours of classes

98%

Student Retention

20+

Countries



ABOUT US
Powerkid Tamil Virtual Acadmy that empowers children by 

strengthening their fundamental skills and foundational knowledge. 

With utmost flexibility and personalized attention, we aim to make

tutoring accessible and affordable to all.
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Our courses help students master the language in both spoken and

written form. Based on the assessment of the student's level of expertise 

at the time of enrollment, we either offer the course from scratch or from 

the intermediate /advanced levels.  

At Powerkid, we have an innovative curriculum and teaching

methodology that helps students learn Tamil online and master the

language in the best possible way. They would help the learner set

individual goals and track their progress. 

Vanakkam! Being the classical language spoken by people of India, Sri 

Lanka and Singapore, Tamil has served as the way of life beyond serving 

as a mode of communication. 

Holding scripts, inscriptions and texts dating back to 5th century BCE 

and being the native language to around 68 million people in the world, 

Tamil holds pride and popularity for being the oldest language in the 

Indian subcontinent. 

Mastering Tamil would help children broaden their spectrum of

knowledge and opportunities, strengthen connections with its diverse 

culture, and more importantly open doors to the rich and long Tamil

literary sources spanning more than two thousand years.
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Level-1 
Learn alphabets - Uyir and Mei eluthukkal and read pictures based on the 

same apart from the days of the week, months, vegetables, flowers, 

fruits, animals, insects,  rhymes, and numbers from 1-10. 

Level-2
Acquire a thorough knowledge of all the Tamil alphabets along with 

understanding the sound of each letter, fluency in reading 2-3 letter 

words, next level of vegetables, fruits, flowers, animals, tastes, and the 

sounds of animals and nature; Learn to speak short sentences and to 

introduce themselves in Tamil. 

Level-3
Read short sentences, understand its meaning and answer short conver-

sations; Understand the family relationships; Learn antonyms, match 

words to pictures and describe an object in 2-3 sentences; Read one line 

poem in Aathichudi and Kondrai Vendhan. 

Level-4
Write small sentences by observing pictures; Describe objects, express 

their ideas and solve puzzles; Learn basic grammar, Kural and Nalvazhi 

poem.
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DURATION 60 Hours

WHY CHOOSE US?

TAMIL AGE - 5+ YEARS

One to One HD Video lessons

Global Timings

Passionate Teachers

Parent Teacher App

Integrated Curriculam

Constructive Learning

CONTACT US

+91 740 333 3135 info@powerkidtamil.comwww.powerkidtamil.com

Book a  Free Demo

www.powerkidtamil.com https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGDLEtiT9X1c8O1FyI2dLnQ


